
    
 

    
 

Three weeks ago, the movie The Post was released. It retells part of the story of a secret government analysis of 

the Vietnam War that was copied and leaked to American newspapers. Only two of those papers risked 

publishing parts of those documents: The New York Times and The Washington Post. 

 

It was risky because the administration of President Nixon was willing to use the powers of government to 

prevent the publication of this analysis -- now called “the Pentagon Papers.” Nixon’s administration used 

groundless criminal prosecutions and injunctions as a way of bullying the Times and the Post into not 

publishing excerpts of the Pentagon Papers. But what was vital about the Pentagon Papers was their revelation 

that the government has consistently lied to the people of the United States about the purpose, pursuits, and 

outcomes of the Vietnam War.  

 

But there’s a chapter to the story that “The Post” and many other histories don’t mention: it was, finally, our 

own Unitarian Universalist Association that printed the Pentagon Papers in their entirety. It was a huge risk on 

the part of our national association, the UUA. And the President of the UUA at that time, Bob West, had only 

been in office for a year, having been the Senior Minister here at First Unitarian Church of Rochester. 

 

Our Unitarian Universalist forebears have a proud place in the story of the Pentagon Papers. I urge you all to 

read more about it on the Harvard Square website: The Pentagon Papers and the Unitarian Universalist 

Association:  How the UUA Was Almost Destroyed by the Decision to Publish. There were many Unitarian 

Universalists who served their country well by revealing the truth about the Vietnam War – a good story to 

remember in these difficult times. 
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